Sick of being lied to…

Space Age Israeli Spy Technology Reveals How
Your Date or Lover Feels About You Instantly

Take control of your love life now…

Have you ever met a date at Starbucks and decided you better gnaw your arm off to get
away? How many times will you allow your heart to be broken before you decide to take
control of your love life instead of letting it control you?

Quit listening to pick-up lines and start reading between them.

Discover if he’s really into you. Know ahead of time if she wants you to ask her out. Find
out if she’s hot to trot or just lukewarm. Don’t be taken for another ride by some guy that
just wants your body but doesn’t really like you.

State of the art Israeli security technology makes sure you don’t have to worry about
being strung along by some lying phony anymore. You can get inside their head and they
won’t even know you did. You just discovered a lie detector for the heart.

A stealth voice analysis tool has helped Israeli police know when terrorists and criminals
were lying for years. Now you can make sure your lover or date isn’t being evasive or

deceptive. Don’t waste another minute on a relationship that’s going nowhere. Make sure
they really love you.

Unlock Those Feelings Hiding Inside Your Sweetheart’s Brain

Discover how they really feel before you waste another minute…
•

If you’ve developed a secret crush on someone and you’re dying to know if they
feel the same about you.

•

You’re dating someone and just aching to know if you should ramp up this
relationship…

•

Long term lovers seeking reassurance that love still burns brightly

Then you absolutely must try LOVE DETECT.

Forget about text messaging, My Space, and instant messaging on your computer. You
won’t get anywhere that way. Don’t go out on another date without using Love Detect
first. Simply make a three or four-minute phone call and discover their real feelings about
you.

Sense Voice Analysis Technology Protects Israeli Citizens and You

Although intended for entertainment purposes, Love Detect uses patented scientifically
proven technology to accurately reveal people’s inner emotions. This isn’t just some toy

or a simple software program a college kid knocked out in his spare time. The Israeli
Government takes their security very seriously. Their police wouldn’t keep using this
technology if it didn’t work.

In fact, this same technology protects insurance companies from fraudulent claims,
airports from hijackers, and assists law enforcement investigations around the world. The
Sense voice analysis technology Israeli police use to protect their nation from terrorists
and criminals is the same technology Love Detect employs to help you protect your heart
from liars, users, and phonies.

Sense technology analyzes the emotional content of the brain activity by measuring the
various sound waves and voice tones generated when someone speaks. Love Detect
distills this information down to 11 basic emotional states. Then, these emotions are
analyzed for the “level of love” held for you by the subject of your interest.

It’s as Easy to Use as Your Cell Phone

It’s really that easy. The “Love Detect” process takes place during a normal telephone
conversation. You don’t need to interrogate or ask pointed questions like “Do you love
me?” Simply talk like you normally would for at least two minutes, because it’s not what
they say but how they say it that matters. Love Detect Sense technology zeroes in on the
feelings broadcast by the brain during the conversation, not the actual words spoken.

Five simple steps to use Love Detect
1. Dial the Toll Free access number and enter your pin number
2. Tell Love Detect the name of the person you’re calling
3. Dial their number
4. Talk at least two minutes but not more than six. At five minutes a tone only you
can hear will let you know it’s time to wind down and end the call gracefully.
5. Retrieve your report

Three Easy Ways to Retrieve Your Love Report

1. Stay on the line and listen to your detailed report immediately.
2. Log into your own personal space on the Love Detect website and retrieve your
report at your convenience.
3. Better yet, if you have Internet access during the call, you can watch the graph of
the conversation in real time.
No matter which way you get your report, it’s always archived on the website for review
later. Log in; replay the call and the interactive analysis report any time.

Your report looks similar to this example:
•

The Anticipation level was “Normal” – Your friend’s anticipation level during
this call was not indicative of anything special.

•

The Concentration level was “Very High” during this conversation. Normally,
this is a very good indication as it means that your friend was 100% into you
during your call.

•

The Embarrassment level was “Normal” – Although your friend was embarrassed
from time to time, this is only expected in long calls.

•

Love Level Report – Intense High emotions were detected throughout the
conversation and this means “Love is Detected”!

•
Yes, I’m Ready to be a Love Detective

Remember, it doesn’t matter if you’re searching for love, just dating, or burning with
love. You won’t find another way this easy that reliably reveals the true feelings of your
partner.

Love Detect provides insurance for your heart. Because relationships are often volatile
and hard to manage you need a little heart insurance. It’s like an added layer of
protection, knowing that your sweetheart really loves you. You only need a phone and a
few minutes of normal conversation. “Love Detect” does the rest.

Start Detecting Love Right Now.

Love Detect is a prepaid calling card service used in conjunction with your telephone.
Cell phone or land line, it makes no difference. Once you order Love Detect your access

number and pin are emailed to you immediately. You’ll become a Love Detective in an
instant.
Yes, I’m ready to be a love Detective

